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Summary

Sports Committee, RDIAS, organized Spirit 2019, the annual sports meet of
RDIAS, held from October 4-5, 2019 at Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura.
The event encompassed various sports like volleyball, kho-kho, tug of war, races
etc. It was marked by zeal and enthusiastic participation of the students. Apart
from the various fixtures, Prayatan- the Social & Heritage Club also organized
some fun games for amusement as well as to raise funds for an upcoming visit
to government school on the occasion of Deepawali. The money raised shall be
used to purchase indispensable items for the children at the school.
Through this initiative the institute aimed at fostering the idea of service to the
society within the students in addition to irradiating lives of the less fortunate
ones. The two main objectives of the event were: generating income and raising
awareness among the volunteers and the audience. Apart from this, the plan
ensured that everyone- volunteers, staff and the students were on the same
page and working towards a common goal while infusing fun and entertainment
to the day.

The students stepped forward to volunteer for the cause and encouraged others
to participate too. The Fundraising event was segregated into three main
activities:
The games organized were- Smash the Pyramid, Mystery Box (Feel it, Guess it)
and the special game stall titled-Penny Toss and Penny Drop was displayed
specifically to raise the funds for Bihar Flood Victims.
The stationary items along with hand crafted diyas, tea lights and Bandhanwar
were displayed to raise the funds.
The eatables including Satwik Potato Chips, Satwik Namkeen along with Laddu
and Petha at very nominal prices was served to the students and faculty
members
The event as well as the day successfully came to an end, harmonizing all the
efforts and bringing a realization of the importance of various resources offered
to us. The committee was able to raise sufficient funds and bring in light various
important issues. It was indeed a great learning experience for all.
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